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Introduction

The main aim of this booklet is to exemplify standards for those teaching Cambridge IGCSE Physical 
Education (0413), and to show how different levels of candidate performance relate to the subject’s 
curriculum and assessment objectives. 

In this booklet a range of candidate responses has been chosen to exemplify grades A, C and E for 
Paper 1. Each response is accompanied by a brief commentary explaining the strengths and weaknesses 
of the answers. A grade is given to each question, but in the examination each question paper (whole 
candidate script) is graded on the overall mark awarded, not on each question or part question. It is therefore 
possible that, on some questions, lower grade candidate scripts are awarded the same or similar marks to 
higher grade candidate scripts. 

For ease of reference the following format for each paper has been adopted:

 
Question

Mark scheme

Example candidate 
response 

Examiner comment

Each question is followed by an extract of the mark scheme used by examiners. This, in turn, is followed by 
examples of marked candidate responses, each with an examiner comment on performance. Comments are 
given to indicate where and why marks were awarded, and how additional marks could have been obtained. 
In this way, it is possible to understand what candidates have done to gain their marks and what they still 
have to do to improve their grades.

Past papers, examiner reports and other teacher support materials are available on Teacher Support at 
http://teachers.cie.org.uk
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Assessment at a glance

Component 1 Component 2

Paper 1 1 hour 45 min Coursework Centre-based assessment

Section A:
Candidates answer short answer questions 
on the three units they have studied: Factors 
affecting performance, Health, safety and 
training, Reasons and opportunities for 
participation in physical activity.

Section B:
Candidates answer three structured questions, 
one from each of the three units they have 
studied.

Candidates choose to undertake four practical 
activities from at least two of the seven 
categories listed (50% of total marks).
Candidates must show the ability to analyse 
and improve practical performance in one of 
their four chosen practical activities (10% of 
marks).

40% of total marks 60% of total marks

Teachers are reminded that a full syllabus is available at www.cie.org.uk
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Paper 1

Section A
The fi rst fi ve questions for Paper 1 Section A require either a single word response or a very short sentence 
to gain one mark. The questions are targeted at grade E candidates. Candidates are asked to recall specifi c 
pieces of information, but not apply the information or give detailed descriptions. Therefore it is not relevant 
to provide a range of responses across the key grades. As an aid to teachers, the most typical correct and 
incorrect responses have been provided for these questions where it is appropriate.

Question 1

Mark scheme

Examiner comment

Typical correct answer – eat a balanced or healthy diet.

There were very few incorrect responses for this question.

Question 2

Mark scheme

Examiner comment

Typical correct response – examples given of performers getting ready for a contact sport such as rugby.

Typical incorrect response – performers getting ready for a game. Responses such as this were too vague.
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Question 3

Mark scheme

Examiner comment

Typical correct response – causes lung cancer.

There were very few incorrect responses for this question.

Question 4

Mark scheme

Examiner comment

Typical correct response – vertebrae.

Typical incorrect response – the knee. A signifi cant number of candidates named joints that have cartilage as 
a key component.
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Question 5

Mark scheme

Examiner comment

Typical correct response – make new friends.

Typical incorrect response – be fi tter. Some candidates misunderstood the term ‘social’.

Questions 6–11
Questions six to eleven still require the recall of information but there is sometimes a degree of application 
or description required. These questions have two marks allocated, therefore the responses have been 
identifi ed at grade A and grade C/E.

Question 6

Mark scheme
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Example candidate response – grade A

Examiner comment – grade A

Although the answers were brief, the points made in this response were correct; ’better coaching’ and 
‘facilities’ are generally more likely to be available in private sports facilities. Candidates needed to be able to 
recognise the role of different providers in a community.

Mark awarded = 2 out of 2

Example candidate response – grade C/E

Examiner comment – grade C/E

The fi rst point made did not identify the real role of a private company. A community or voluntary provider 
would be more likely to represent the fi rst point made. The second point regarding the high quality facilities 
was awarded a mark.

Mark awarded = 1 out of 2

Question 7
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Mark scheme

Example candidate response – grade A

Examiner comment – grade A

This candidate gave two good reasons for why a person’s age may determine the sports that they take part 
in. Firstly that some sports have age restrictions, and the candidate gave the good example of weight lifting. 
The second point related to older performers having less physical mobility which limits the types of sports 
that can be played.

Mark awarded = 2 out of 2

Example candidate response – grade C/E

Examiner comment – grade C/E

The point the candidate made is valid and explains that the nature of some sports are more suitable for 
younger performers due to the pace of the activity. The candidate did not make any additional points to gain 
further marks.

Mark awarded = 1 out of 2
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Question 8

Mark scheme

Example candidate response – grade A

Examiner comment – grade A

The candidate gave two correct treatments which contained a degree of description in both cases. Cleaning 
and covering the graze with a bandage enabled both marks to be awarded.

Mark awarded = 2 out of 2

Example candidate response – grade C/E

Examiner comment

The candidate’s initial response was to apply ice to the wound which is incorrect and did not gain a mark. 
The second point mentions a scab, which is not totally correct, but demonstrates suffi cient understanding 
about the need to clean the wound to be awarded a mark.

Mark awarded = 1 out of 2
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Question 9

Mark scheme

Example candidate response – grade A

Examiner comment – grade A

Two clearly stated points were made by the candidate who illustrated the controls that a sponsor can exert 
on a performer including the restrictions on the use of clothing and equipment. The second point illustrated 
the pressure to succeed that a performer is under in order to maintain a sponsorship deal.

Mark awarded = 2 out of 2
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Example candidate response – grade C/E

Examiner comment – grade C/E

The candidate gave two examples of the same point, that being that any poor conduct from the athlete 
could result in the loss of the sponsorship deal. Therefore, a mark was awarded for the fi rst point made and 
the second was regarded as a repeated point so no further marks were gained.

Mark awarded = 1 out of 2

Question 10

Mark scheme

Example candidate response – grade A
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Examiner comment – grade A

The candidate described thinking through the performance, which demonstrated an understanding of the 
use of visualisation, and also the use of music to calm the performer. Both marks were awarded.

Mark awarded = 2 out of 2

Example candidate response – grade C/E

Examiner comment – grade C/E

The candidate described that a performer could think about playing at the highest levels, which is an 
example of a performer using visualisation as a means of preparation. The second point does not add any 
further information, so a mark was not awarded.

Mark awarded = 1 out of 2

Question 11

Mark scheme
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Example candidate response – grade A

Examiner comment – grade A

It was important that candidates gave signs rather than symptoms of over-training. In this case, the 
candidate correctly named signs and then gave a good description of how this would be seen by a coach. 
The fi rst mark was awarded for identifying the performer being tired. In the second example, a description 
of the effect on performance was given and awarded a mark.

Mark awarded = 2 out of 2

Example candidate response – grade C/E

Examiner comment – grade C/E

The candidate gave a description which shows the results of over-training by describing how the 
performance is reduced. The second point confused the term over-training with training hard and used 
heavy breathing as a sign. No mark was awarded for this point.

Mark awarded = 1 out of 2
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Question 12

Mark scheme

Example candidate response – grade A
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Examiner comment – grade A

The candidate gained the fi rst mark for the improvement that can result from being involved in an 
examination course, the example given was the gained ability to analyse performance. The candidate then 
went on to describe the access to improved coaching and facilities. The improved coaching will provide 
more in-depth instruction and often examination groups use external facilities.

Mark awarded = 3 out of 3

Example candidate response – grade C

Examiner comment – grade C

The fi rst mark was awarded to the candidate for identifying one of the many aspects of an examination 
course that supports sports performance, such as diet. Later in the answer the candidate names avoidance 
of injury, which falls into the same category of aspects of the course that support performance. This was 
considered to be a repeated response and no mark was awarded. The second mark awarded was for 
establishing a training plan for a specifi c sport, which is a performance related element of an examination 
course.

Mark awarded = 2 out of 3

Example candidate response – grade E
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Examiner comment – grade E

The candidate described the improvements in self-confi dence and concentration but did not link this to 
examination courses. One mark was awarded for identifying the improvements in performance due to an 
increase in knowledge about sport. 

Mark awarded = 1 out of 3
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Section B1 – Factors affecting performance

Question B1 (a)

As this question has only two marks awarded, examiner comments have been written for grades A/C and E.

Mark scheme

Example candidate response – grade A/C

Examiner comment – grade A/C

The candidate has made two clear points that were awarded marks. Firstly that an athlete will become too 
focused on the reward. The second point focuses on the lack of motivation/interest of the athlete if they 
don’t win.

Mark awarded = 2 out of 2
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Example candidate response – grade E

Examiner comment – grade E

The candidate recognised the pressure that results from being externally motivated and uses the terms 
stress and pressure to make the point. The second point which described external motivation causing 
the performance to be weak, is vague and not always true. To gain a mark this point would need to be 
developed much more.

Mark awarded = 1 out of 2

Question B1 (b)

Candidates could gain marks by naming types of joints and appropriate movements. However, if a candidate 
named three joints correctly but not the appropriate movements they were awarded one mark.

Mark scheme
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Example candidate response – grade A

Examiner comment – grade A

The candidate correctly named three synovial joints. The marks were awarded as the joints were named 
rather than located. The candidate named a ball and socket, condyloid and pivot joint, all of which are located 
in the upper body and impact on a throwing action. In each case a correct muscle action was named.

Mark awarded = 3 out of 3

Example candidate response – grade C
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Examiner comment – grade C

The candidate’s fi rst point gave the example of a hinge joint with the appropriate movement of fl exion. 
Although the location of the elbow was mentioned, this was not part of the correct response. The second 
point followed the same pattern with the mark given for the ball and socket joint and circumduction, with 
the location of the shoulder not seen as part of the answer. The third point gave a location but no further 
information, so was not awarded a mark. 

Mark awarded = 2 out of 3

Example candidate response – grade E

Examiner comment – grade E

The candidate correctly identifi ed three different types of synovial joints, ball and socket, hinge, and pivot, 
and was awarded one mark in line with the mark scheme. The movements named were inaccurate. In the 
case of the pivot joint, a description was used but not named, as required by the question. The ball and 
socket joint referred to the movement at the hip which did not answer the question which related to the 
upper body, and the hinge joint response did not identify any movement.

Mark awarded = 1 out of 3
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Question B1 (c)

Mark scheme
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Example candidate response – grade A

Examiner comment – grade A

The candidate used terms that are described in the mark scheme and was given credit for this. The 
candidate used dorsi- fl exion and plantar- fl exion to describe two movements that occur at the ankle during 
the take-off and also explained that the gastrocnemius contracts during the movement.

Mark awarded = 3 out of 4

Example candidate response – grade C
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Examiner comment – grade C

The candidate identifi ed that the gastrocnemius contracts at the point of take-off and also identifi ed the 
location of the muscle through the connection to the Achilles Tendon.

Mark awarded = 2 out of 4

Example candidate response – grade E

Examiner comment – grade E

The candidate gained a mark for describing the point at which the muscle contracts during take-off. The 
second point made did not locate the muscle as the description could be applied to any muscle. The third 
point made did not answer the question as it applied to movement in the air and the question was about the 
role of the muscle at take-off.

Mark awarded = 1 out of 4
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Question B1 (d)

Mark scheme

Example candidate response – grade A
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Examiner comment – grade A

The candidate identifi ed two correct components of blood – red blood cells and platelets. The examples 
given in both cases identifi ed the benefi t to a performer. In the fi rst example the candidate identifi ed that 
red blood cells carry oxygen that helps provide energy and named a long distance runner as the type of 
athlete who benefi ts most from a constant supply of energy. The second example identifi ed a boxer as it 
would stop the fl ow of blood “quickly”. Using the term quickly, linked with the type of activity indicated a 
good understanding of the benefi t to a performer.

Mark awarded = 4 out of 4

Example candidate response – grade C

Examiner comment – grade C

The candidate identifi ed two correct components of blood. The second component named did not 
demonstrate the benefi ts to a performer, and a general description of the role of platelets was given, 
therefore, a mark for the benefi t was not awarded. Three marks were awarded.

Mark awarded = 3 out of 4

There is no grade E example candidate response available.
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Question B1 (e)

Mark scheme
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Example candidate response – grade A

Examiner comment – grade A

The question was targeting the long term effects of exercise and candidates were expected to link 
these effects to the improvements they provide the performer. The candidate identifi ed three effects 
with appropriate improvements for an athlete. The candidate identifi ed the improved stroke volume, 
thicker cardiac muscles (cardiac hypertrophy) and an increase in capillaries. In each case an appropriate 
improvement was included in the answer. All six marks were awarded.

Mark awarded = 6 out of 6
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Example candidate response – grade C

Examiner comment – grade C

The candidate gave two correct examples of the long term benefi ts of exercise and one short term 
improvement to the circulatory system. The marks were awarded for describing the increase in the 
number of blood cells that result from a long period of exercise, and correctly identifying that there would 
be an increase in the amount of oxygen reaching the working muscles. The second correct example was 
the reduction in the resting heart rate with an appropriate benefi t to performance. The third response 
demonstrated an immediate response to exercise and therefore did not answer the question and was not 
awarded a mark.

Mark awarded = 4 out of 6
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Example candidate response – grade E

Examiner comment – grade E

The candidate gave the correct response of the heart gets bigger but then repeats this point in the third 
response made. The second point is too vague to understand the effect that the candidate was trying to 
describe. The improvement described in the fi rst and third response is not performance based, therefore, 
did not answer the question.

Mark awarded = 1 out of 6
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Question B1 (f)

The question required candidates to fi rstly identify components of health and skill-related fi tness and then 
suggest benefi ts of each to a gymnast. It was important that the application was specifi cally linked to a 
gymnast and not either a general defi nition of the component or a statement that could be applied to any 
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sports performer. In cases when candidates correctly identifi ed three components of skill related fi tness but 
did not apply them, one mark was awarded. The same marking system was also applied to health related 
components. Candidates could achieve a maximum of two marks if all fi tness components were identifi ed 
without any application.

Mark scheme
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Example candidate response – grade A
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Examiner comment – grade A

The candidate has identifi ed speed, muscular endurance and fl exibility as components of health related 
fi tness and used examples from different aspects of gymnastics such as trampolining, high bar and parallel 
bars. The examples used in skill related fi tness were balance, timing and coordination and the candidate 
has again applied these components to a variety of gymnastic activities: the beam, vault and high bar. All 
responses were explicit to gymnastics and could not be confused with any other sport.

Mark awarded = 6 out of 6
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Example candidate response – grade C
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Examiner comment – grade C

The candidate named a number of correct components of skill, however, some were not applied to a 
gymnast and others were in the wrong section of fi tness. Marks were awarded for speed with the need 
to use it to be able to perform a fl ip, i.e. suffi cient rotation before hitting the ground. The explanation for 
suppleness, which was accepted as fl exibility, was limited, but it applied itself clearly to the completion of a 
somersault. The third point made was body composition, but the candidate did not explain the benefi ts to a 
gymnast by having a particular body type. No mark was awarded. In the skill related components, fl exibility 
was not accepted as it is a health related component, and although agility was a correct component the 
application was too general and could have been applied to any sport. The fi nal mark was awarded for 
power and the need to generate height when jumping, which again showed application to gymnastics.

Mark awarded = 3 out of 6
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Example candidate response – grade E
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Examiner comment – grade E

This candidate correctly identifi ed three components of health related fi tness, being body composition, 
strength and speed. However these components were not applied to gymnastics, therefore, one mark was 
awarded as laid out in the mark scheme. The candidate then gave two correct components of health related 
fi tness but repeated the use of speed which is a component of health related fi tness. The application of the 
correct components was again not appropriate to gymnastics and did not gain credit. The use of agility was 
a partial description of the component and balance was described but not applied to gymnastics in any way.

Mark awarded = 1 out of 6
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Section B2 – Health, safety and training

Question B2 (a)

Mark scheme

Example candidate response – grade A/C

Examiner comment – grade A/C

The candidate needed to give the factors that contribute to a healthy lifestyle rather than the outcomes. The 
candidate actually gives three correct responses, those being regular exercise, eating a balanced diet and 
getting a suffi cient amount of sleep. Therefore, two marks were awarded.

Mark awarded = 2 out of 2
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Example candidate response – grade E

Examiner comment – grade E
The candidate gave one correct response, that being the need to eat a balanced diet. The remainder of the 
answer then described the need to be physically fi t but did not explain how this could be achieved and was 
not awarded a mark.

Mark awarded = 1 out of 2

Question B2 (b)

Candidates needed to give safety, rather than comfort, factors to gain credit and apply their answers to 
garments that need to be worn, rather than removed, to play sport safely.

Mark scheme
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Example candidate response – grade A

Examiner comment – grade A

The candidate gave three correct responses, fi rstly using correct footwear to prevent slipping, secondly the 
need to wear a helmet, with the example of American Football to ensure player safety, and fi nally the need 
to have warm clothing, with the example of using gloves to prevent hypothermia.

Mark awarded = 3 out of 3

Example candidate response – grade C

Examiner comment – grade C

The candidate gave two good examples of different ways that correct clothing aids a performer’s safety, 
fi rstly the use of safety equipment, giving the example of shin guards. Secondly, footwear to prevent 
slipping. The third point was not developed to explain how well-designed clothes could prevent injury.

Mark awarded = 2 out of 3
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Example candidate response – grade E

Examiner comment – grade E

The fi rst point made by the candidate was correct, that being the use of shin guards. The second point, 
whilst a safety consideration, did not answer the question as the answer related to what performers should 
not wear when playing. The third point did not explain why correct shoes would be needed to ensure safety. 
If the candidate had given more information such as prevent slipping, then it would have been given a mark. 
This is an example of a candidate not giving an explanation, therefore not developing the answer.

Mark awarded = 1 out of 3

Question B2 (c)(i)

Mark scheme
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Example candidate response – grade A

Examiner comment – grade A

In part (i) candidates needed to identify the need for certain aspects of a diet. The candidate identifi ed 
protein with the appropriate benefi t of helping muscles grow and carbohydrate as the main source of 
energy.

Mark awarded = 2 out of 2

Example candidate response – grade C/E

Examiner comment – grade C/E

The fi rst correct point made by the candidate identifi ed the need for protein in the diet to build and repair 
muscle tissue during training. The second point made was not accurate as there are examples of an athlete 
needing a short term burst of energy, so no mark was awarded for this response.

Mark awarded = 1 out of 2

Question B2 (c)(ii)
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Mark scheme

Example candidate response – grade A

Examiner comment – grade A

The candidate identifi ed and explained two different factors that will affect the energy requirements of an 
athlete. The candidate identifi ed age and the type of activity as factors and was able to develop both these 
points to gain both marks.

Mark awarded = 2 out of 2

Example candidate response – grade C/E

Examiner comment – grade C/E

The candidate gave a good link between the type of activity and the need for carbohydrates with the 
example of an endurance event. The second part of the answer repeated the need for high levels of 
carbohydrates although a different example was used.

Mark awarded = 1 out of 2
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Question B2 (d)(i)

Mark scheme
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Example candidate response – grade A

Examiner comment – grade A

The type of training must be specifi cally linked to the benefi ts gained. The candidate has used interval 
training as an appropriate type of training for an endurance athlete. The benefi ts of using this type of training 
were identifi ed as the ease with which it lends itself to the event, that this type of training requires little 
equipment, and the impact it has on aerobic fi tness, which is essential for an endurance event.

Mark awarded = 3 out of 3

Example candidate response – grade C

Examiner comment – grade C

The candidate identifi ed the benefi ts that occur from interval training as being an improvement in 
cardiovascular fi tness and muscle endurance. Both of these are essential to an endurance athlete so gained 
a mark. The third point, although a benefi t to an endurance athlete, is a measure of cardiovascular fi tness 
which has already been given credit and therefore was a repeated point and not given additional credit.

Mark awarded = 2 out of 3
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Example candidate response – grade E

Examiner comment – grade E

The fi rst point made did not describe Fartlek Training, which was the identifi ed type of training, as there are 
often breaks when using this type training. The second point was given credit as the variations of speed is 
an essential component of this type of training method. The third point related to using different surfaces 
can be true of Fartlek Training but did not link to the question as balance is not an essential feature when 
developing an endurance athlete. To gain a mark there would need to have been a clear link from using 
different surfaces to improving fi tness.

Mark awarded = 1 out of 3

Question B2 (d)(ii)
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Mark scheme

Example candidate response – grade A

Examiner comment – grade A

The candidate demonstrated that overload results from the increase in work done during training. The 
explanation of reversibility was also given credit for recognising that there was a need to continue to train to 
avoid this from happening.

Mark awarded = 2 out of 2

Example candidate response – grade C/E
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Examiner comment – grade C/E

The description of how to achieve overload failed to give any recognition of the need to increase the 
workload in any way. The description of reversibility just gave a suffi cient amount of information to gain a 
mark by indicating that exercise needs to be carried out frequently.

Mark awarded = 1 out of 2

Question B2 (e)

Candidates needed to trace the effects on muscles when a performer starts to sprint or move from aerobic 
to anaerobic activity.

Mark scheme
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Example candidate response – grade A

Examiner comment – grade A

In this example the candidate has followed the sequential effects on a muscle when a sprint starts. The 
changes described started with the change to anaerobic respiration, the increase in the intensity of muscle 
contractions and the resulting muscle temperature increasing. The changes that occur in the energy source 
and the effects of the build up of lactic acid on the muscle were also given credit.

Mark awarded = 5 out of 6
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Example candidate response – grade C

Examiner comment – grade C
The fi rst part of the answer did not give any information that indicated that there was any change taking 
place in the muscle and described what happens to muscles when any form of movement occurs. Any 
reference to the heart rate was not accepted. Although the answer did not have any progression in the 
way it was developed, there were three correct points made, so marks were awarded for identifying that 
lactic acid was produced, muscles become warmer and there would be an increase in oxygen reaching the 
muscles to enable the increase in contractions.

Mark awarded = 3 out of 6
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Example candidate response – grade E

Examiner comment – grade E

The candidate gained a mark for recognising the speed of muscle contraction. The second point 
demonstrated the understanding that anaerobic respiration took place during a sprint. There was no further 
information given in the answer.

Mark awarded = 2 out of 6
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Section B3 –  Reasons and opportunities for participation in 
physical activity

Question B3 (a)

Mark scheme

Example candidate response – grade A/C

Examiner comment – grade A/C

This candidate clearly recognised the question required an understanding of the development of elite 
performers in a sport when the country does not have a history of excellence in that area. The two 
responses included the “building of facilities” which included centres of excellence, and “fi nancial 
incentives” were both given credit.

Mark awarded = 2 out of 2
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Example candidate response – grade E

Examiner comment – grade E

The candidate gained a mark for identifying the need for more sports centres to enable people to practice 
thus increasing participation. However, the second point of creating awareness required more detail to 
explain how this might occur to be awarded a mark.

Mark awarded = 1 out of 2

Question B3 (b)

Mark scheme
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Example candidate response – grade A

Examiner comment – grade A
To gain full marks it was important that candidates distinguished between sponsorship and a scholarship. 
This candidate has clearly understood the difference with the initial points being a scholarship avoids the 
need to pay school fees and that additional training is available after school, both of which were awarded 
marks. The third point identifi ed the element of excellence that a scholarship provides by having “the best 
coaches” and was awarded a mark.

Mark awarded = 3 out of 3

Example candidate response – grade C

Examiner comment – grade C

The candidate made the link between playing sport and education through a scholarship with the points 
being access to “facilities” and secondly the “provision of education.” The third point lacked clarity and 
needed further development as to what “security” might be. The mark scheme gives provision for a mark 
for developing a career in sport but the answer did not explicitly make this link, therefore, a mark was not 
awarded.

Mark awarded = 2 out of 3
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Example candidate response – grade E

Examiner comment – grade E

This candidate has clearly understood the link between a scholarship and continued education by making the 
fi rst point that study would continue and be provided for free. The remainder of the answer did not provide 
any practical examples of the advantages that an athlete would receive when a scholarship is awarded, 
therefore no further marks were gained. 

Mark awarded = 1 out of 3

Question B3 (c)
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Mark scheme

Example candidate response – grade A

Examiner comment – grade A

It was important that candidates focused their answers on elite performers. Issues such as parking, ramps 
and general good access to facilities and the individual’s motivation to perform are not issues that impact 
on the premise of this question. This candidate immediately identifi es the elite nature of the question by 
describing the need for specialist coaching and that the improvement in the quality of facilities available 
brings about improvements in performance. An additional response showed an understanding that the 2012 
Paralympics saw an increase in the number of sports available to performers and fi nally that training with 
able bodied performers brought about an improvement in performance.

Mark awarded = 4 out of 4
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Example candidate response – grade C

Examiner comment – grade C

The fi rst point made was too general and linked more to competition at a very basic level when the question 
was about elite performers. The second point started by being too general but the candidate linked the 
increase in participation to higher levels of performance and was given credit for the response. The second 
mark was awarded for the use of technology to provide faster wheelchairs, and fi nally the need for specialist 
coaching was given credit as it is a major factor in raising standards of performance at the highest level.

Mark awarded = 3 out of 4
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Example candidate response – grade E

Examiner comment – grade E

The candidate’s fi rst point that better equipment has been developed was given credit. A second mark was 
awarded for having qualifi ed coaches available; having more coaches would not have gained a mark as it did 
not place the emphasis on the requirements of an elite performer. The rest of the answer identifi ed levels of 
motivation and sponsorship as factors, which were not given credit, as they did not link to performance.

Mark awarded = 2 out of 4
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Question B3 (d)
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Mark scheme
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Example candidate response – grade A

Examiner comment – grade A
The question required candidates to give examples from a variety of technologies rather than a number 
of examples from a single technology. This candidate has provided responses that looked at a number 
of technologies and given good examples in each case of the benefi ts to sports. The fi rst point linked 
producing cheaper equipment to the increase in participation due to greater accessibility. The second mark 
was awarded for identifying the improvements in medical care that have helped with treatments to injuries. 
The creation of leisure time by technological improvements in the work place was awarded a mark. The use 
of the media by identifying the use of slow motion replays to enable performance analysis was given credit, 
as was the introduction of social network sites to aid in the organisation of events. Finally, the improvement 
in transportation that has enabled performers to travel to events with greater ease, was given a mark. The 
candidate provided in each case a technology or an area where technology has been used and the benefi t 
that it provided for sport.

Mark awarded = 6 out of 6
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Example candidate response – grade C

Examiner comment – grade C
The examples given in this answer were well explained but the candidate did not give enough examples 
of the use of technology to gain more than the three marks awarded. The fi rst mark was given for the use 
of technology to ensure accuracy of decisions, with the example of how this is used in tennis being given.  
The second mark was awarded for the use of match analysis, and although television was not given in 
the answer there was suffi cient information to demonstrate a clear understanding of the benefi t from the 
media. Finally the use of technology to develop gym equipment to improve fi tness was given credit.

Mark awarded = 3 out of 6
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Example candidate response – grade E

Examiner comment – grade E

The candidate has made the point that television has brought about an increase in participation in sport, 
however, this single point has been repeated by giving slightly different examples of how television has 
affected sports. The repeated points did not gain further marks.

Mark awarded = 1 out of 6
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